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Abstract
There exists a large body of knowledge on the assessment of the complexity of functions that are learnable
by Neural Networks (NNs). These works are generally highly theoretical, and consequently, not directly
useful for most NN practitioners. In this talk, we will consider a completely binary problem (i.e., with
binary input notes, a binary output node, binary hidden nodes, and binary weights). For such problems,
the number of possible (Boolean) functions relating the inputs to the output is finite and countable.
Here, we will argue that the number of weight configurations that represent each function is a measure
of the complexity of that function. This simple set-up allows one not only to understand some of the
aforementioned theoretical results, but it also allows one to ask, and answer, practical questions like ”How
complex is this function that my NN has learned from data?”
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Main Questions
Suppose you have properly trained a Neural Network (NN).
Q: How complex is it?
–
–
–
–

VC dimension?
The number of hidden nodes (nhd) (what about weights, act.func, ...)?
What if nhd is fixed?
Here, we will propose another.

Let’s simplify, first: Consider NNs (feed-forward MLPs) with
- binary inputs: unusual, but not too much.
- binary output: less strange (think binary targets in classification).
- binary weights: completely strange!
Consult References:
– Studied by physicists for a long time.
– Connection between NNs and Boolean functions/rules.
– Require special methods for training.
– Recent excitement over deep learning.
– Competitive with “ordinary” NNs in terms of prediction quality
– but superior in terms of speed and memeory (for mobile devices).
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Preliminaries
Example: Boolean function on n = 2 variables (x1, x2):
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∃ 22 such rules .
Some familiar rules are:
R11: y = x1
R13: y = x2
R7: XOR
R9: AND
R2: OR
No NN (yet).
Now, NN with n = 2 inputs, nhd=0:
y = sign(ω0 + ω1x1 + ω2x2)
What values of ω0, ω1, ω2 (all binary) correspond to each rule?
Example:
ω0 = −1, ω1 = −1, ω2 = −1 → NN=R2
ω0 = −1, ω1 = +1, ω2 = +1 → NN=R9
∃23 weight configurations ; each corresponding to a rule.
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Answer
How many weight configs correspond to each rule?

nhd=0

nhd=2

nhd=4
4

So far ...
– For a given nhd, each rule has a “probability” of being learnt.
– Complexity (simplicity) for each rule, and the corresponding NN.
– Aside: Probs follow power-law distributions (see refs).
No data (yet).
Now (fake) data. Consider n = 4 inputs:
x1, x2, x3, x4 ∼ unif(−1, 1); 100 cases
And 1 NN-worthy function:
(found this in my files - don’t know whom to acknowledge.)
y= −
−
+
+

3.75 + 2 sin (πx1)
1.4 + e2x2
0.2(x3)11[10[1 − x3)]6
10(10x3)3(1 − x3)10

Dichotomize y (classification).
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Performance
“Ordinary” NN, nhd=2 training Ctable:
42 8
8 42
Discrimination diagram (black: 0-class, red: 1-class):

“Boolean” NN, nhd=2:
Exhaustive search (practical for small NNs)
38 12
16 34
Not much worse!
And can be improved by deeper NN and/or more hdn (see refs).
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But now ...
Which rule did we just learn? And how complex is it?

Black = prob of rules for a 4-2-1 NN.
Red = rule learned by our NN.
Conclusion (in complete sentences)
1) Binary/Boolean NNs are not as bad as one might expect.
In fact, they are comparable in terms of prediction quality,
and superior in terms of speed and power requirements (see refs).
2) Can compute complexity measure for the function an NN has learned.
If it’s complex, one may want to increase size of training set.
If it’s simple, less training data may be sufficient.
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